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Quality Guru Series 9. Elton Mayo  
  

Although Elton Mayo's most notable achievements were in the field of industrial and political psychology, rather 

than those of manufacturing quality and customer first ideology, nevertheless he can be said to be a true guru 

of Total Quality and Business Excellence principles, since his work was ground-breaking in establishing the fact 

that employee satisfaction and motivation is dependent on a complex set of issues, many of which are not at all 
related to financial remuneration or understood by employers. His work clearly sits in the People and People 

Results areas of the EFQM Excellence Model, a holistic model, covering all of an organization's activity and 

results and based on the principle that in order to achieve true excellence as a whole, you need to ensure 

excellence in all areas of your organization, with the well-being and satisfaction of your people being key to 

this.   

  

Born in Adelaide, South Australia in1880, the son of a civil engineer, Elton Mayo, fairly early in his career, was 

appointed as a foundation lecturer in philosophy and education at the then newly established university in 

Queensland. Becoming an expert on industrial and political psychology, he served on government bodies during the First World War, 
advising on the organization of work for the war effort and was made a professor of philosophy after the war. He became an outstanding 

lecturer, regularly speaking at Worker's Education Association classes and tutorials, addressing unions and professional bodies. 

  
Travelling to San Francisco in 1922, he quickly attracted the attention of industrialists and industrial psychologists for his thoughts on the 

psychological causes of industrial unrest and in 1923 was given a temporary post at the University of Pennsylvania and provided with an 

income for six months by the philanthropist John D. Rockefeller. There he researched the value of rest pauses on worker productivity in 

various textile firms, proving that regular pauses from back-breaking work increase productivity. Within two years he was offered and 

accepted a research professorship in the Harvard Business School, with enormous support from the Rockefeller Foundation. 

  

In March 1928 Mayo concluded, whilst doing some research for the Western Electric Company, that attitude to work seemed to affect the 

behaviour of the employees. This led to a large-scale interviewing programme to establish what the workers felt and thought about their 

work and by 1929 Mayo had developed rules for interviewing that became the basis of his clinical technique for data collection. He advocated 
using this technique to discover what employees thought about their work and their workplace. The data could then be used both as the 

basis of his scientific theories about industrial psychology and also as the basis for making changes leading to greater productivity. This was, 

in effect, a very early form of employee opinion survey (see our Featured Tool article to the left). 

  

His guidance was simple and remains influential today:    

 give your full attention to the interviewee, and make it evident that you are doing so  

 listen and do not talk  

 never argue or give advice  

 listen for what the interviewee wants to say, does not want to say, and cannot say without help  

 as you listen plot tentatively, and for subsequent correction, the pattern of experience that is being presented before you  

 to test your grasp of the pattern summarize cautiously and clearly what has been said without twisting it  

 treat what has been said in confidence  

The research he conducted in the 1930s, at the Hawthorne plant of the Western Electric Company in Cicero, Illinois, near Chicago (known as 

"The Hawthorne Studies"), showed the importance of groups in affecting the behaviour of individuals at work. He carried out a number of 

investigations to look at ways of improving productivity, for example changing lighting conditions in the workplace. What he found, however, 

was that work satisfaction depended to a large extent on the informal social pattern of the work group. Where norms of co-operation and 

output were established within the group, then physical conditions or financial incentives had little motivational value. He concluded that 

people have a tendency to form work groups and this can be used by management to benefit the organization. 

  

From his research, he concluded the following: 

 individual workers cannot be treated in isolation, but must be seen as members of a group 

 monetary incentives and good working conditions are less important to the individual than the need to belong to a group 

 informal or unofficial groups formed at work have a strong influence on the behaviour of those workers in a group 

 managers must be aware of these 'social needs' and cater for them to ensure that employees collaborate with the organization 
rather than work against it 

On annual journeys to Europe during the 1930s, Mayo took every opportunity at university meetings, academic conferences and gatherings 

with colleagues to outline and discuss this work. The research was published in 1939 in the book Management and the Worker. Before his 

death in 1949 Mayo wrote on many topics, but he is best known for what came to be considered ground-breaking research in American 

industrial sociology and applied social psychology. 
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